U SERIES
U15BE
1 x 15” Subwoofer
The U Series is a feature-rich range of products, specifically
designed for a diverse and flexible range of installation
applications. You could quite literally use the U Series
anywhere that requires high quality audio for main or fill
speaker duties. The sizes are perfectly suited to any
environment, whilst maintaining a very high sound quality
across the whole series.
We designed the U Series as a cost-effective and scalable
solution, which is both versatile, and practical. The design
methodology was to create a range of speakers, which would
allow the system integrator or consultant to feel highly
confident when specifying U Series, for a multitude of
applications, from a conference room, to a balcony fill speaker.
As an example, you could ensure all zones in a nightclub
venue are covered, without going anywhere close to the
budget limit. Try bolting the U10B subwoofer to a low ceiling,
and fill the zone with a combination of U08E, and U04
loudspeakers. You would be pleasantly surprised with by
results!
There is no longer a need to compromise on the sound quality
and coverage requirements of your next installation project,
because LAX has got it covered with the new U Series range of
loudspeakers.

Applications
Conference Room or Hall, Background Music in Restaurant
and Shopping Mall.

Features


Direct radiating subwoofer enclosure



Single 15” high performance driver



Pole mounted socket



Ideal for U08BE sub bass extension

U SERIES
Specifications
Frequency response

40 Hz - 250 Hz

Sensitivity (1 W / 1 m)

98 dB

SPL (1 m)

126 dB (continuous)
132 dB (peak)

Power rating (AES)

600 W

Impedance

8Ω

LF driver

1 x 15" Ferrite / 100 mm voice coil

Connectors

2 × Neutrik® NL4MP
LF: 2+2-

Fittings

1 x Top pole-mount socket

Dimensions (W x D x H)

480 × 515 × 640 mm

Net Weight

37 kg

